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1 Introduction and locking free solid-beam finite element

Several independent developments are required to obtain a robust computation model for
cable/ropes and shell/solid interactions: a) robust cable/rope finite elements; b) robust
shell/solid finite elements and, finally, c) robust contact algorithms for the cable-cable and
cable-shell/solid surface interactions. For the cable/rope we propose a special solid-beam
finite element [1],[2]. Based on this solid-beam finite element, a new curve-to-solid beam
contact algorithm resolving the problem of parallel tangents appearing for the point-wise
curve-to-curve contact algorithm is developed. A special curve-to-surface algorithm based
on the consideration of the differential geometry of curves and surfaces is finally added.
Some numerical examples show the validity of the developments.

A special finite element with exact representation of an elliptical cross-section – three
nodes determining a deformable cross section, see Fig. 1 – enriched with EAS/ANS for-
mulations and, therefore, locking-free is developed. Two coordinate systems attached to
the solid-beam finite element are involved in this process – a Cartesian affine coordinate
system and a cylindrical coordinate system. Depending on the desired locking free effect
– bending in two planes or twisting/torsion – the corresponding coordinate system is em-
ployed to enrich the element with EAS/ANS parameters. The final verification is passing
a set of well known problems – rolling into a cylinder, 3D spring.

2 Curve-to-solid beam contact algorithm

The curve-to-solid beam contact algorithm is representing the solid-beam to solid-beam
contact situation and is aimed to be used for wire rope simulation. The algorithm is
combining the Mortar method when a slave solid-beam is represented by mid-line and the
special projection algorithm onto the master (Mortar) surface. The surface is taken then
directly from the solid-beam finite element. This implication allows to determine contact
between ropes even when tangents to the slave mid-line and to the master mid-line are
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parallel, thus, avoiding a-priory the problem of parallel tangents. A specific view is on
possible simplifications for cylindrical cable cross sections in contact concerning efficiency.

3 Curve-to-surface as curve-to-solid beam contact algorithm

The Curve-To-Surface contact pair can be described in a dual fashion in both the surface
coordinate system as contact between surfaces and in the curve coordinate system as
contact between curves. In this algorithm all contact parameters are defined, first, in the
local surface coordinate system eqn. (1) attached to the surface, after fulfilling the surface
closest point projection procedure, and then they have to be projected onto the curve
coordinate system eqn. (2), see Fig. 2, assuming that in the contact condition n = −e.

rs(ξ, φ, ξ
3) = ρ(ξ, φ) + ξ3n(ξ, φ) with basis vectors ρξ,ρφ,n. (1)

ρ(s, ξ3, φ) = rs(s) + ξ3e(s, φ)

= rs(s) + ξ3(ν cosφ+ β sinφ) (2)

The developed solution for the contact between a spiral rope and a rigid cylinder is
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Figure 1: Solid-beam finite element with deformable
elliptical cross-section. Figure 2: Curve-To-Solid beam contact algorithm

employed for the verification, see [3]. Within the examples we discuss also, how far the
considered simplifications can be used for real wire rope situations.
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